
Chapter XXIV Penetrating the "Impenetrable" for "America's tolstoy"
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Wherfer he was caught up in his endless nonsense Mailer included in his defense 

2 aly nyse ef 
that was neyt a real response*more nonsense indicting/real (evidence, what he so stud- 

2 . 

housty avpided, not avoiding it denying him his book. 

4 

  

  

The ilew You: Koeview of Youks,which had has a long and undeviating record of 

refusing to publis shxk any wiht & factual about the assassination, that not displeasing those 

who advertsie their books in it, books that seek to perpetuate the official mythology, 

published a long liailer article in its issued dated May 11. That, of Wied nor just. 
Ih. STUY ID ope 

another promotion fot the book that just would Yot sell. i con included 

a letter from I. loxbie Cia | DiFonzd of the: Ohieg Chicago-Kent College of Law in which 

he refers to hailer's "explotation of Jack Ruby's Mob connections" that are any kind 

of real “connection in the minds of the ; subject t-matter ignoramuses of the assorted 

imnumerable theories. re DiFonz®'s conclusion about Ruby "that he was as sophi- 

sticated as the next criminal." 

Mailer's response, in the same issue, begins, “Nothing is more true of the 

events of Novejfiber 22-24, 1963 that¥ that they are systematically dysfunctional. How 

does one begin to enon what one knows about this case is unknowable?" 

Trapplated from Hailerese onto English, he is saying that i te to 

l a“ 
know what the evidence is and means and there is no way én which thaw possible. 

“his amounts to a reforuulation of his standard denunciations oe idence 

that he comdemns, for example, as "impenetrable', because he cannot have the actual, 

available official evidence of the crime itself and still have his book. 

In the course of this Nailer confegses that one of his prime sources of his 

substitutions for the actual evince, HPocner's book is only intermittnétly reliable." 

That in Nailer's own ignovent opinion Posner was only "intermittently reliable" when 

alee - / 
he treats it as authentic beyond een en is "ailer's ow} characterization of)his own 

writinge 

Mailer wrote in the artitile criticized, in his own wore in his letter in which 

he defends himself and his w riting, more of his mind-reading, that "Ruby pnly returned 

 



mailer on evidence NYteviiew-2 

to the GE City Jail after 11 age Ali for tangential re OS auld lang syne, for th 

opportunity to brood over his bilure to shbot vautdy"\ipaasently referrmimg to wh ne 

“Uuby-was—present u then the police showed Oswald to the media the night of the assassina- 

tion. Attributing this mind-weading to Posner and adding some of his own, which ranks 

less high thaty he evaluate's Posner's, ailer concludes that letter saying of Ruby the 

Oswald assassin, "uy Aasic point is that uby was not only an amateur hitman but he 

was sMared stitfe, of the task before him." 

This, no doubt, ex cplain' s Ruby's success-with a single shot. 

‘No get to his "basic point" Mailer is Mailer, the Mailer who simply makes up 

whatever at an moment seems to be=appropriate-of—that—he—thinks advsncel/what he kate 

HLA 

to "ffoasrs whether or not. thre. there is any basis for it or even if it is rational 

  

and because he is the Mailer of those two Poidtzers and of Mailer's own creation in the 

minds of those who respect his earliest work and in the minds of those who remember all 

that he created about himself. There is nothing that shames him to hisself, nothing too 

utterly nonsensical, nothing thst reflects his facial ignorance too much and nothing 

  

about which he cannot or dope not conjecture regardless of hob/fslde i+-hoixkesx it id 

established to be by (ioradtiat official evidences 

Mind reading as usual and as usual srou the grave he has &uby returning t0 the 

City Jail after 11 4M...to brood over his falure to shoot Oswald" the night of the 

assassinations Wi the mgt" that is omnipresent in the works of thase who support the 

official mythology he conjectaren fo this "basic conclusion" saying, "Even if Ruby knew 

that Oswald was still at the City Jail at 11 AM, he might= another indispensible to 

iiailer and those who write as he does - "have tarried at Western union in the hope he 

would not encounter his target." Thea his "basic point," the "basic point that comes from 

yf consatire, diaproven by the readily eveltable established fact. 

The actual "basic fact" is that iby did not "tarry" at Western Union. 

lle Left as soon as he sent his money order to his strippere Ini is not only the official 

evidence of which Nailer was ignorant, the alternative being that he merel} lies, which



@&. is not-abper aberrational for him, it is established by the Joney order itself. 

I have an original carbon copy bf it through the kindness of A.L-English \when“vas 

the assistant manager on duty that morning. It is ten lstned "WOV 24 AM 11 17." 

It was only four minutes later that Rikby shot Oswald (R21), In that four minutes 

he had to cross the street, go to the garage entrance and get down past the police 

guard to where the crowd of reporters was, along Sie! any police, to where the elevator 

from the floors above opende 

That permitted no tarrying at all. Ruby had to have bee—Linede 

that Ruby was there "for the opportunity to brood over his failure to shiot 

Oswald," that he "terried at Western Union," ald that he "tarried" there was <igEthe 
by Mailer 

"in the hope that he would not encounter his target" was all just made ups &ll of it 

Bogen eproren, eno Ped abe anyone writing on this en be het and & 

decent, musttmer 411 excapt the Nailers of big reputations and publishers who will 
( ~ sk 7 

publish any yerrice t in any way supports the official adcount of the 

wm 
assassination lope to make ngHey  PEaaes 

“his is typical of Nailer in this travesty of a book of his in which he defames 

himself as no egeb enemy could nope toe He, dial kes up what ne wants to be regar 
tind, hin wrod el af ttn le bro WO? WUT hep af ts ‘lis. Ve ‘ Ufyen b, yl al ing 

~~ of how false-and impossible that is,) ple that is) is) a2 A 

u 
whl "the events" of the assassination " are ed dysfunctional" 

and the established Facts) br the assassination -not necessarily the official représen- 

tation of shen ie but the official facts themselves~ are ta Msiler "impenetrable." And Alen ifs _— 
thas 4 is Nailer the fraud, Mailer the failed, Nailer the Phi who 

é 
lacked the simple, everyday honesty of giving his f ailed book up i himself and (hen J) : oC 

nis} readers that he knouybstter than fact ubsen his fem-the-grave LSP and mind» 
hwo J 

’ reading andy just plain lies ie makes Yup in his effort to hide his parxt 

  

personal and professional cecieromeiatr ine moral bankruptcy, too any lie that oh any 

manent he thinks may serve an imne “ste need of his writing and of his puerile efforts 

to defend it, bm” wotint hut bh by 

Perhaps, the word that the Nailers, the Posnerg and/6 the others of their 

 



gutter morals nequire, tis also explains the as toundiy ¢ indecency of Natlers4 fabrication 

of his assault on Harina Posuald's youth that as we saw he knew was false, utterly 

and unquestionable false, when he made it up. Perhaps, to use this word again, that 

was the bak-banj bankrupt Hailer getting even with her for her refusal to confess to 

what he knew he had made up so that he could have that titilletion to give some life 

utter and complete failure, a book he did not dare offer for publisatione 

Whether or not this explains the unmambiness of this seif-coviceived macho 

in defaming Marina tue grinmother, and unless he is that kind of sadist requiring that 

! 

higMdiseusting vay of getting his kicks, what else can explain it? -it is Mailer's 
  

own protrayal of Neiler and it 15 Sarfair Wailer characterization of Mailer's 

pathetic tales of Matlerér p lungey i Avclnch,, 

It is part and parcell,absolutely essential to his falsity that the "events" 

of the assassinatidn are sBatenaticaly dyefuncotsnet” and of his protestaf/ion so 

necessary to his "basic" Lie that the facts of the assassination are "impenetrable." 

Maijer had to tell and to depend on this lie to be able to add to his failed Oswald 

iin Itinsk what he hoped could get it published. He knew that unless it supported the 

official assassination mythology the kandon [fouse with which he contracted the 

book would vot consider publishing ite That not only is its decades-long record, regard- 

What its vice president and executive editor Yon Hite less of its omerenip. |e 
network 

Loomis actual told my friend Dan Beckmann is its firm policye (Dan is a T'V/technician 
~ 

  

Living in and working out of Charlotte, North Carolinas) 

In fairness to Random liouse, in the fairness if does not deserve, it is not 

Jfbne among publishers in refusing to publish what in one way of another doeshot 

support the official assassination mythologye The record on this became clear with 

the more than a hundred we international vejections I received for the very first book 

on the assassination, important as that tragedy is, without a single adverse editorial 

Vy 30 You 
comment. That is a book that is still basic and from which & got not a single letter or



  

insert on 5 

Faced with the fuct that what he made up did not work and did not save his 

literary disaster he bad to try to salt, his erdg-or original concept of Oswald in Minsk, 

his embellished rehash of the official assassination mythology and that for all of his 

ESP end mindd’red mind-reading he wun Yh very large hunk of trash, Nailer had to 

some way ‘get around the established official fact of the ssassination he had had ab- 

solltely nothing to do with for so many years, fe had to try to explain that away. 

Whether or not he had to explain this himself, and stating this as a fact requires 

Mac tortie mind reading, he did have to try to explain it first to his readers and 

then to those who were critical of it. lis "impenetrable" nonsense and his "dysfunctional" 

gibberish are onl ¥ part of ite He began it in his book, as he had to if Ed were going 

to reach and influence his 1 éaderde (boxes originally numbered beginning Si} nore. 

Jigs bighhy "7
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oe 
Chapter "The America Tork 

ths is 

In qupbingWeiler's afBeinning of his xr tWtled, with his pre bare 

face hanginf out, of all things, "Evidence," I described what he there said as the 

writer's ultimate confession of bankruptcy, Here, with some of what would have been 

readily available torkxxg him if he had accpeted my invitation of years earlier to 

have access to all t have; # we prove it. Had he not been the inveterate ligar he is 

throught this evil book, the liar who boasted of his oy thorough fansoacteine $6 the 

Commission's evidence, nobody would have had to put it all together for him. 14 is all 

aw bun 

there, fpr all but the blind (or thé céprBécorrupt to see and to understand.If the man 

had the pride in his workmanship two Puliters should require of the honest writer he 

will never overcome the shame, the disgypace he has brought down on himself with this 

ivabbat, this farcd, this parody of serious writing, this prostitution of great talent 

with words, this nookon tind Wine writer's mind, this ultimate outrage he perpetrates 

on our painful historye 

What he fetually said to begin his mistitled chapter on "Evidence" is 

wliet Tt will be obvious to the reader [ this is the modest/of the man shining 

HN docu that one does not (and should) not respect evidence." (page 775) 

/ His only qpalification of this is with ies of those endless little touches 

of thishonosty in the words that follow immediately on what I quote above, "with the 

religious intensity that other rping $6. Zt." 

"Religious" and "intensity" are needed other than to deprecate "evidence?" 

Would it not have ee—e been enough to stop ke%ewhere in initial quotation 

of him I stopped? 

Would it qhave been been enough, had he hofiesty of intent, to say that others 

regard evidence as more significant than he does in this case? 

Is it honesty that had hin insexfin parenthesis that xa readers "should 

not Hnespect' evidence? "With or witl hout that "religious intensity" this is what Mailer 

Says 
- . . ¢ . * ° — - c 

In saying that he says that opinion, meanin;: his opinion, mx is superhor to



at 

evidence. What else can he mean by his very first words in this chapter f ; 

a; 

waliad If one's answer is to come out of anythong larger than an opinion, it is 

bei “sph necessary to of contend with ma khex questions of evidence | ‘ 
Denin iy Aecder te fea ptedhy fod reeong 4 

The eVidence he never gets into? that Nvtil tne from hi 

This is where he adds the lies about whether or not Oswald "could fire the 

— re d 
shots in time," wsunex and then disregerd#geg all the most probative euionce he fails to 

men Hon, that the best a in the country were not able to duplicate the shooting 

attributed to octane official Marines evaluation of Oswald as a "rather poor 

dantee bi Adqdrr, 

on py rhe 
He then argues, «6 we saw, that "one can} i dag’ to explore into every 

'shot.'" And ever so much else Mat he 

last rach of possibidity, only to eeu encounter a (disheartening truths BléLdence em 

epiteeae coy itself will neVer prowl de the angswer to a mystery. For it is the nature 

of evidence to produce, sooner or later, a counterinterpretation to itslf in the form 

of a contending expert oo." 

These are the lies of a ban? baniai.pt writer who ,when faced with the actual 

ei dence, cannot face itor of the equally bankrupt writer who did not bother to learn 

what the acgaal evidence is prefers preferring the novel he has had in mind all along to 

any reality. 

2 i , 
Here were have liailer taking us back to mdieval. times, “ailer the Vompurgator.. 

Or is he Nailer the dhampion? 
0 [roa 

# In those days, bfore evidence as we know it became the standtard of dviliized 
aw Pug na an dane if 4 

societhe md or innocence was estab}ished by fightsy with macési6r spears, the winner 

ch 
taken as ny ighteous cause. Or by compurgators, those whose opinions for and against 

4 a 

the \ecused were taker @ as establishing guilt or innocnece, by compurgatione 

Nes vt f We Ans. - 

iad Mailer’ Ts’fFirst words in this .chapter say opinion, ff uhich he Gantehis 

7 @ opinion, thi mporion to evidencee He then equates anything anyone he refers as an 

he 
if 2 / 

"expert," foie that Jokybr 0 of a le! “arine, Zahbmpaay “argue fs superior 

hp the 
to ovidonce and beentse a vee s at least as dependable as Actual evidence. B
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As Mailer actually presents it, mace the farcical Zahm ofiers as his opinion 

O” KX 

is at least as probative ga pemenee the actual Jesting, albeit under vastly improved 

conditions, of the firing by the best eske “esho professional shooters in the country. That 

all of them fond the shooting giiributed to Ysuald to be impossible is in Medieval 
“| frarler 

Nailer's jude ent bAGrative negated by Zahm}vacnous opi'tions And thls Ve’ cone lissdes 

evidence Wako "wi Li never sete solve" what he erezs refers to as the ey 

~ Uhet 
"Evi, donce" actually, rather than in Hailersese, nese Be establishes fact, 

and that, without OE ana question, is what that shooting sbi by the country's best 
ar, 

professional shooters “oun do} they established that it Ya fact that ie shooting 

io vhe 1 
atiribited to “svald is impossible. ey seine cannot do and that bfaetdeuler Zahn 

did not doe 
“hus Nailer's fellow literary whores, like Posner, make up the fairy tale that 

; we . . on 
Oswald fered earlier and thus had enough time, The fact is that if there had been an 

earlier shot, it could not have been by Osyfiald and the tim® voulds till have been inadequate. 

Cc 

liailer was even less restrained in his eondemataon of evidence as evidence and ™ 

, : i 

his opisten that lis opinion was superior in probative value tg what the law describes 
™” 

as evidence. *“t is woh nepantiin ney “rhatflowexrd Goodman wrote about “ailer's three days 

at the tho “niversity of Penmisylvania in und\Phichedat pha Inquirerd | pearly Teor: 

wilt ope iho fact of the matter is that hbstory i Racty like novel writing. 

a aad WP how! ye att 7 Ce 
L - rey're both fiction. ee Ultimately, nothing in history is tuue. 

How, then, did Uailer know that Oswald was thé ssoassin Fis how Goodman 

reported that: 

want "ai1é 2 said he decided 'it was likely' that Oswald acted alone in killimg 

vA President John |', Kennedy - not from the evidence, 'which is iuaprenetrabje,' but 

bai /Peeaus se I got to lmow his character. «his is a ian who had this idea of him. 

delf that he's estined for greatness,'Mailer said, 'That is the kind of man 

ti 
a who does com.t an assassination. 

% (4 
White I repeat these words, Nailer's saying that the "evidence" 4 Jefaprenttebie" 

rd, nd Dawall Ihe pibbaEgen 

mostly because that is what I soon address, Gu Compurgator Nailer's r@éasomis, he
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And whether Hiler says all of tbis because he knows he cannot use the actual 

evidence and still have the book nafeontrante the only kind of book Random House 

will publish? 
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sayg, and his only reason,is "Because I got to know his character," because in Mailer's 
p wy \ 

opimion, . he“was "a man who had this idea of himself that he is destined ron esha 

That's the kind of inn who does an assassination." 

This is not Nailer intending to prove that "history is exactly like novel 

writing," that "they're hoth fiction." Nor is it Mailer seeking to prove that "ultimately, 

nothing in history is true." This is Nailer explaining why he does not use "evidence" in 

his tome, saying that his proof is his bpinion,that Oswald was "the Ikcind of man who 

docd comzzet commit ancssassiindtion." 
/ 

Or, because in Nailer's opinion Oswq1d "was the kind of man who does commit ie 

   

   

  

tw 
andassassination," on that basis and on that basis akine alone Mailer has dumped this alk 

no other proof of any kind is needed.          With this the “opinion” that is superior to "evidence," is it not indeed t+ 

vondos whgy there have not been Innunerablyp nove\sassinations? 
7 As Z ¢ hae 

C4, Consistency not being a Mailer fauly oN a different yrsion of the evidence 

and about Osuald's G vit the next month when he appard appeared with Schiller on the 

CNN "Larry King Live" show,of “arch 27. Then his conviction was onty "a 75-percent 
MAb 

conviction an ier ney, and if I would have been his lawyer, I could have 

gotten him off." 

Modesty akso not being a Nailer character flaw he says that he is a better law- 

yer than any real lawyer and although Oswald was "75-percent guilty" he would have had 

him free and aa suilty‘then Mailer said of the evidence not that nb was "impenetrable" 

but that}Bhe evidence is so difficult and wxiffetcse" that, giving no other explanation, 

that is how he would have walked Oswald. And by then‘ Re we "Nailer #% was less certain that 

from his “character" alone Oswald was the ssassin. They~he said, " I just think probably 

he was the lone killer." 

question 

Soon King was taking calls. The first/was from Williamsport. Pennsybvania, 

4] \.. 

Wray "see how can you say thatOswald was a lone killer, with that rifle that was 

L uylh i 

Ate
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According to lailer, Osw@ld 26 wtr 

euiltyls 

not guilty; 

or perhaps guilty. 

So, he wrote his book saying that Osuqld was guilty, making no neyiion of 

how he would have proVen Usviald was not guilty or explaining why he is not @ertain that 

Osu..ld was guilty.



Od 

pouf! supposedly used, a third-rate rifle, and the timing fact, from Oswald getting 

ype from the sixth floor to the second floor in b pprdgimately a minute~and-a-Ké half?" 

Hakit' s answer begins with his boast, ""Well, like I said, if I had been his 

¢ , — 
lawyer I could have gotten him off."Again Mailer gives no explanation of how he-ebnd | 

had he been Oswald's lawyer, he coul > geottea the guilty sduala feced. Having written 

a 
the very Tee boring and ctimbersome book based /on his opinion thst Oswald was infact 

guilty, without that there being no interest in Osiald or in any book about him, Nailer 

  

he. dhery an, ondircty 
has, or at Least 2prossed, qifferent opinion of Oswald's cute As my impression, 

it's my belief, on the basis of my coming to understand him, that he probably did it, 

becaydepsiald vas was lapable of extraordinary actions." Still again, in all those 

blubbered-up pages of that supposed Oswald biography, there is not a single "extra- 

ordinary action" Aniter attributed to hime bly 

I have omittedp nothing inllai.ler's sponse to the question, which vias really 

5 +atom oly we 
a st-atemen, that it asaimposs'ble for Uswald to have been the sixth-floor shooter and 

still have gotten to where hetas actually geen on the¢sexond floor. fle then h gave his 

  

answer: 

— ———S ~ 

li "Now,you can say, how did he ever get from the sixth floor to the second 

UA aD 
LAW floor? I think he was in a state of tvanscd@endence. That is the anllP eapla= 

— nation." 
——__-- 

King then :sked mere t, "Really?" Mailer responded , "The harder question is, 

if he didn't do it, who was on the sixth floor." 

Hint nore than eight hundred pages for that "harder question" Mailer made no 

mention of it. 

Or of Oswald's "transcendence" in doing the impossible. 

“hee Oxford dictionary's definition of tea "transcend" is "to go or be beyond 

vt range \of human experieNce or belief or description, etc.)" Kt aefines "transcendent" 

as "eoing bekw beyond the limit of ordinary experiences" ‘Transcendental is "To transcend." 

“his, then is Compurgator Nailer's proof that Oswald did it, by "gping beyond



    

Sa 

© (Tee the dale Mt nto Tlaeg ye tictn Teel, 
the range [or the Limit] of human experience. ‘ GLuftbumen Our, 

the Compurgator 
He is to Nedievalist Hailer/guilty beause he did the impossible 

7 partial / . 
Watt this 3 igak review of flailer on pictione: “evidence” we can take a look 

  

KC 

at what he could have seen if he'd cared a bit about anything otheythan what he made up, 

! 

weade hin 

what he wanted to be even if iH not and could not have been,, ami eben’ able to 
Q maprte uw 

submit a book that would not automatically be rejected. ome of what I had put together 

- made "nant acl 4 
from thepfficial evidence only 6 from what he said he skuttiant so "thoroughig" a study 

of, albeit not until afpfer thifty year, after” hexampy leeniiead in Minsk that 

bbl caf oartets, 
the got noth of any real value there, \to expose his fellow Random House literary 

whore Posne jn his effort to support the official ssassination mythology, the only 

kind of [al Nad House would publishe 
- 

Posner pkonied up what he falsely represent tl was evidence. Hailer ignored 

——r a 

the evidence, # fou the reasons he gave that we saw above, whatever his actual reasons 

may have becne Because they both whore for “adame Random House and because it was 

all available to Mailer, es he knew, if he had wantéd any contac! with reality, with 

the actual and the very official evidence, it is both fair and appropriat 6 that what 

I prepared tb refute Posner's shystered-up prosecution case be examined to determine 

whetherg or not it is "impenetrable" or "transcendental" or in any way Costar 

" difficult and tricky." The-aetuel official evileace-we-aldvees pa what SRELONS TS Heated 

totic ond ; i-ohlig; ontion 1. Mailer makes jo reference 

4 of 
to Most of the officially-establsted fact of the assassination{ndtead he ae oe 

  

   

  

"Jmpenetrable." Poor man, he had little choice if he wanted to salvage what he could of 

all that work, ,the money and effort wasted on the silliness of the concept of Oswald in 
‘\ 

\_ ; ] 
linskeIn the end we see that if Mailer had applied "transcendental" }4-his book rather 

" 

fhan to the actual evidence" he would have enjoyed an extraordinarily rare moment of 
\ 5 

thinty - 0 aviee 
transitory truth in his entire; year. -long project that engided with so truly sorrouful 

4 

and pathetic  Kpliailer's Tales Of the JOK Assassination 

 



  

phone call fupnxanyxotrshecmanyxokzuhikehzinxkszkonvoatezsoxerksznattyzeompiokuiaEgzels 

complaining of any unt ifrness or inaccuracy from any of the many of nin it I 

wrote so critically. ‘hat very first book on this so important an event in our history 

\ 
> : 

is \till, after three decqdes, used in colleged. and university teachinge 

It stacky, it is basic, anjit was, of eoures? readily available ; fo ligiler as 
+ (mM hie book Me had no Are € 

to all others, including Posner, who hai ond ‘ignored it, teas If Mailer had the early 

interest in the subject he claims to have had, he did get it when it first ap ared 

bevy, 
even though in his book he enores ite “e knew of it from me hot later that 1973, 

Cunt kv bolo 
which is mera—than “tivo = he then had from me an invitation to have 

access to all - have. He cannot have had any real interest in the subject matter 

without knowing of alll those FOIA lawsuits I fought and won and of eéL. ere. ay hundredy 

. YY 
Ht thousandé pf pages of once-withheld cessaocten Contec’ got in those many Glussuits 

  

Rhat—the Neiler “who Said he would get back to me and never “ig, ee re 

J 

that Nailer's clédar statement that for him and for his kind of writing fact Wave y vp 

burden and_a nazar 4 ‘uel (he hua Ant Whe tyre ik winapi V/ Pan 
yrds MAL Lut Jrserl audbp 977-6 

Yo révurn to a lish: its and their record on this subject, I wrote what Wy 

Wn Lh 
ghhak as Case Open in March, 1994 beginning as soon as Posner's misttitled Case 

wm boty Way, Wet 1995 Shad nt 96S" 

Closec sed apreared\s” Ll lost my anontrend d had no publisher. My agent refused to represent 

  

that side of the controversye So also did the next half-dozen or more I askede When my 

friend Richard Gallen her heard what I was writing he asked tose it. He is a long- 
hy Porn 

time pubLishee eho also sometimes copublished with some of his clients.After he read the 

first six chapters in rough dvaff, and with my typing rough drafl means exceptionally 

rough, he phoned me with “erman Graf also connected. They wanted to do the book. I said 

I'd send him clear, retyped copy as soon as the friend who was to do it could get started. 

They did not want to wait. théy insisted they would have it retyped in their offices. 

They also said ‘cede t they wanted to wdit it. ly response Was thal it certainly needed 

ebdrtynd 
editing! So, as + finished the rough draft of each,hapter I sent it up. 

eee ee 

I was promised 
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\ 
a copy of it when it was all retypedy W/W b lew 

RES WAL, A 

When I saw what ha een 

chapters and a couple of others, several just chopped off and used incompletely, with 

Mot in type I was stunned! It was those first few 

most of the manuscript just butchered out. When I complained I was told I had agreed to 

editing.e *hus butchery became editing. I was also told it was that or nothing, With 

no other possibility and unable to tralel I decided that a fifth of a loaf might be 

better than nonee I corrected the abundant mistakes and returned the corrected proofse 

The book was published with all those errors I'd corrected carefully preserved. It had 

two different subtitles, neither mine. It had no table of contents and no index. 

It had no promotion, bo no advertising, and if a single review copy was sent out that 

was ke fp secret from me. But despite this cheapskate publication within a few months I'd 

received about five hundred Letters of praise some so high it was embarrassinge 

What was npt eviscerated was so devastating to Nailer's prize source, Gerald 
tf latle 

Posner, that allrhe could say about it proved what I'd said of him, that he has 

Fvouble pf telling the truth even by accidente 

Random House sold the paperback rights to Anchor, a Doubleday subsidiarye To 

it Posner added a short note at the beginning. +h it all he could say of me and of what 

’ ‘ 8 
i'd said in Vase Opon about hin is that Case Open was my first ctnercial publicatione In 

fo. fact, here and abroad, it was the twelfth or thirteenth. 

There remajned the fully retyped manuscript I'd beey promised. I asked for it 
our awd C Un/ 

and it ‘was promisedy “It took akmeszk a half a year before I got the last of ite 

. ee 
Most of what fehl on thé literary slaughterhouse floor\as- hat E had done to 

Pesner's chie’ cheap prosecutor-type brief against Oswald. I'd addressed it as a defense 

lawyer would have. Posner'u epitomization of fishnesty provided a fine opportunity for 

doing that, for @iving Oswald the defense he never had in any booke Every word of it was 
nm 

fearr, official evidence, tooe 

®o, when L read Mailer's book's second part, purportedly largely from the official 

  

evidence, pretty much the same opportunity presented itself. That was immediately in 
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ual 
It also shows, of course, the exceptional, the unprecedented means taken to keep ~ 

5 4 
fron going public with hi 5 disagreenent, the disagreement Coopr also adamantely 

“A 

eeftived and to a degree Yoggs also did. (i write it for Ub corsator to place ina 

magazine to promote the book he was to publish. He did nothing.with ite He made no 

such effort, said or asked nothing and did not bother even to return ite) 

 



m, mind as soon as 1 read Hailer'f preposterous, pre-publication pontification to 

the “bdmersity, of Ponnsylvapia's bistory students: that the evidence in the assassina- 

v 
tion was "imponet rable." that irrationality als i in advance that Haier had 

avoided ov misrepresented the evidence of which he knew one way or another, whether it 

was real evidence or note He was copping dut by popping off. That was obviouse So also 

was it that no self-respecting writer would go foul his own nest if he believed he had 

any choicee 

I use# that 4 had “t weitten about my relatibns with former Warren “ommission 

Mombor Richard Russell to reflect that little time as he devoted to his Commission 

work Russell had not found the phonied-up basis of that “eport, the fictional single- 

. — 
bullet thoory|lhat is glorified by referring to it ag no wers-2 worse than a theadry, to 

be in any way \"impenetrable." Now—t-useg;also—to-shou_that—the actual official evidence 

i.3-not-i ay jciupenctrable 
a ary . CA 

Now t useg whdt was hacked out of Case Open that comes GraReE from that official 

“\ 

evidence to show that it is anything bst ; "impenetrable." 

What alone remains "impenetrable" is that a successful and muc}}-honored 

writer could so besmirch himself. 

4s Lawyers Like to say, the facts sveak for themselves. Some of those facts 

  

nudodem removed from Case Open BAXPUBIRBNSA Lollou,. luo 

. urlueh 
In writing that book I was confronting Posner and what he had written and 

h 

what—he—kad-es-ten was like a prosccutéfm case. I therefore made specific reference 

to each item of his case by its page number. Anyone doubting the case for exculpating 

vewald thus can check both the allegation and its source and the defense and its source, 

ahio} ; + le ¢ to 6UT 2 dae 4 * ae 
which in dach instance I citede Neither Posner nor anyone else of whom I know has done 

5 ; 

that with reggrd fo what was published.gJ bade Jn A 

 



It happens that what disproved Posner's prosccution=type case against Oswald 

coincides to a larve degree with the muunbLedf), tumbled , jumble ji—thi, which Kalter , 

ria U2 ann tad om punnele@-his reader and truth, so what I wrote two years earlief is) relevan ungn'f 

It fits Hailer jand if he sees it it should give him fitse 

by the time I wrote what I did about Posner and his book I could not longer use 

  

the steter stairs to our basement whére all the official records I obtained by all those 

!OLA Lawsuits are filed. But because all of my books comes from the official evidence gf 

and because all 1 wrote is referenced to that official evidence, citing my books was and — 

is to cite the official eVidence itself. For the Mailers ar! the Posners and for all 

herr fo Fe : 
who exploit and commercialize the nssassinationcand Wo not do the # ttn Leech. 

required to get a good grasp of the official evidence and of its meaning, wy books are 

in effect an index for them. More, if I misused or misrepresented it, it gave these 

commercializers and exploiters a perfect opportunity to puff themselves up by 

Le being critical of ite The record of three decades is, however, as ~“ indicate above with 

regard to my first bock, that not a single one of those of whom [ wrote so critically 

has written or phoned tg complain that what + wrote about his was unfair or inaccurate. 

this apvhies also to my PHUVR AGATIT which was published six months before I write thise 
hey & 

ALL that..I cite to my agarlior books was available to Mailer. Deis what he 

should have had if he was serious about writing ang$hing other than another novel. he 

would pretend is nonfictione He also claims he had and "ransacked" the Commission's 

twonty-six bélumes of hearings and exhibits. “hus each and every Citation of them in 

what follows was in his possession and in effect was indexed for him to find expeditiously. 

wudal 
What this really means, as it meant about Posner, is thatyfleiler had in his 

thet Notdd 
possession and claimed gs’ he used as his source that he in fact suppressed angbrazenly 

lied about. 

suck wwtiry 
Trike those who read minds and call ~shat nonfiction, what | wuote addressed 
i] 

we mn “ 

the conn BH PLiets mat lawyers call the body of the crime, not the pac aFanebas: Ly. 

| randind Rix al ) 
and what Haider imaginedand his character assassinations to convey guilt b olen 

/



9A. 

4p 
bonzkosnenzfoxzhzez in a "collegial salute" to him and(/a few othersf for their 

"implicit assistance of their work."



Posner had all my bola lists all .but one in his bibliography nuk that one, 
A$! Ca CVF e ty { 

Oswald in New Orleans, is bii<eppy one ho}ci'bites He does that to pretend I ergded and old fret 
  

with a sinister motive. If he had been half the demon investigator he pretends to be, 

ad had the little perspicacity required to use a phone book, he would have learned 

that whatever one of his disreputable sources gave him, I did not err. His criticism, 

his sole criticism of seven books, is political stupidity to begin with but it is 

also int gpa because it is based on enfaieloss he did not bother to check before 

sounding off « 

That Mailer used Posner at all gf would have been, had 1 not read his sad 

tales of the assassination, a surprise. but he does use and depend on Posner when he 

knew he could not. In his own words $6 in his "“epistemologically dysfunctional" 

letter to The New York “eview of Books yhe says, "I am the first to gay that Pnsner's 

book is only intermittently reliable." In this Mailer himself is "epistemologically 

dysfunctional" because he used Posner knowing he was not always reliable. No honest, 

    

self-respecting writer does that cr admits it. Cee 

Not an honest writer intending an honest book. “hich means being honest with 

hus reader as Psy as with himself. But co wptane fhiowrth ky Therto “ lator (4 

As we see, Posner was almost never zp "yeliables" As we sez also see, the official 

evidence wpb thise | 

Wven when Mailer makes his confession i# his gick ego dominates him. 

te as not "the first to sayany thing at all critical of Posner and his booke 

Just Mailer being Nailer bogsting about himself even when without saying so he 

in f act Ut confess to using a source he knew was not reliablee 

What was eliminated fom Case Open jin publication is much too long to include 

all of it heree I do not use as much as I'd intended beCause oft the length. “hile it 

may appear that some of the fokitexk chaptersrron it that follow relate only to Posner, 

and it is he theyaddress, I bedieve that after they are read what doednot appear to 

pertain to Mailer and his book will be seen to have applicability - to him and in fact 
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to all of the motley crew who commercialize and exploit the assassination of 

President Kennedy in their own variations on and support of the officiad mythology 

about that assassinatione 

Mailed did not, for example, launch personal attacks on those with whom he 

disagrees in his book as Posner dide But his book wand what he claims for ie ana says 

Thos vi Ata yo, 
he does d-~it-dn inherently such an assautt—upon—theme 

Long as his book is, there is much of the official evidence Nailerfignores 

pre’ = 

ih it that Posner did nots Pysner was dishonest in the illustrations of this that follow, 

of The 
far from alicin the original manuscript of Case Quen» Mailer was no less dishonest in 

suppressing that evidence from his book and his various childish explanayions of this, 

4 

as we have seen, are in themselves dishonest. These ill strations are therefore pertinent 

to examination and understanding of what “eiler did do and did not doe 

All of what I wrote in a rush and sent to New York as soon as I completed the 

rough draft of each chapter of the book has retyped there. I have distribyted duplicates 

| 0 a 

of the diskette of it to friends in academe so to that limited degree ita a record 

for history. Although retyped it is rough and entire) gy unedited. This is true of the 

chapters from it t Bi mupkexdikedxkiem that follow. They have not been 

edited. 

‘In evidentiary importance perhaps most important of what does not follow 

is the length at which I presented the official evidence that , rather than as the Posners 

and do not use a 

and the Mailers use/what they do of it, to pk ace Oswald at the scene of the cfime at the 

time of the crime, in that sixth-floor book depository Sain When the shots & 

prvw Ox ¢ 6 

allegedly were fired Tron 4 Tha tyhof ficial evidence, misrepresented and lied about 

beginning with the FBI and the Commission, in fact prpves that “swald was not only not 

\ _ Gud Det offi ef dd 
there- i} proves he could not have beet). However, in that lengthy writing, I drew upon 

  

hat @c is scattered throughout my earlier books so it still exists as a record for 

our history. 

  

LT believe that what + used instead of it gives an cided insight into the Mailjers 

and the Posners and into their books that has itown usefulness for this record for 

istarv. nie | sp 
our historyethis I have nof done elsewhere excepts as incidental to other writing @ 
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LETTERS 
‘THE AMATEUR HIT MAN’ 

To the Editor: 

In Norman Mailer’s fascinating explo- 

ration of Jack Ruby’s Mob connections 

[NYR, May 11], he speculates on explana- 

tions for what he considers the largest 

stumbling block to the Ruby-as-hit-man 

scenario: the fact that Ruby was conduct- 

ing a Western Union transaction just min- 

utes before he shot Lee Harvey Oswald. As 

a former federal prosecutor and later 

defense attorney, I have no trouble with 

the concept that Ruby may have taken a 

personal detour en route to his murderous 

assignment. Nor should anyone experi- 

enced with the often fractured logic and 

manners of criminals be surprised at their 

inefficiency. 

I recall one complex heroin conspiracy 

trial in which I represented an individual 

whose role had been to provide counter- 

surveillance services for the main heroin 

dealers. The government had, however, 

identified him early on in the scheme, and 

federal agents tracked his movements toa 

local pizzeria where he was hanging out 

with his girlfriend during part of the time in 

which the heroin changed hands. I was able 

to persuade the jury that the timing of this 

pizza excursion was convincing excul- 

patory evidence. But it was apparent to 

everyone but the jury that he had merely 

been goofing off during part of the crime. 

: Crimes are not always committed logi- 

cally, methodically, or intelligently. Every 

prosecutor has a store of anecdotes such as 

the bank robber who wrote the hold-up 

note on the back of a utility bill, and defense 

attorneys often argue that the sheer stupid- 

ity of their clients’ actions showed their in- 

nocence. No one has suggested that Jack 

Ruby was a “professional” hit man, and his 

frolic to run an errand minutes before he 

shot Oswald suggests, to my mind, only that 

he was as sophisticated as the next criminal. 

J. Herbie DiFonzo 

Chicago-Kent College of Law 

Illinois Institute of Technology 

Chicago, Illinois 

Norman Mailer replies: 

Nothing is more true of the events of 

November 22-24, 1963, than that they 

are epistemologically dysfunctional. How 

does one begin to know that what one 

‘knows about this case is knowable? So Mr. 

DiFonzo’s most interesting letter can cer- 

tainly lay claim to its own purchase on real- 

ity, if, indeed, Jack Ruby knew that Oswald 

was still in the City Jail and had not been 

moved at 10:00 AM to the Dallas County 

Jail. Whereas I am proceeding on the as- 

sumption, testified to by Ruby’s room- 

mate, George Senator, that Ruby thought 

Oswald had already been moved by 10:00 

old English DOOKS dO a 
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AM. So he only returned to the City Jail 

after 11:00AM for tangential reasons, for 

auld lang syne, for the opportunity to 

brood over his failure to shoot Oswald. My 

basis for this is Case Closed, but then I am 

the first to say that Posner’s book is only 

intermittently reliable. So, let DiFonzo’s 

hypothesis stand against mine. I would 

add: Even if Ruby knew that Oswald was 

still at the City Jail at 11:00 AM, he might « 

have tarried at Western Union in the hope 

that he would not encounter his target. My 

basic point is that Ruby was not only an 

amateur hit man but was scared stiff of the 

task before him. 

‘INDONESIA’S UNFREE PRESS — 
To the Editors: ; - 

Following the correspondence ‘in your 

columns last year about the repression of 

the press in Indonesia, your readers may 

be interested to 

how press censorship functions when it. 

falls short of the actual closure of news- ot ~ 

papers. In June 1994, three papers, Editor, e BABE Rene Catherine Drucker 

~" Campaigns Co-ordinator, 

Article 19, International 

~ Centre Against Censorship 

De Tik, and Tempo, had their publishing 

licenses withdrawn by the Indonesian gov- 

ernment. Sinar, a magazine that com- 

mented on the demonstrations that fol- 

lowed the bannings, made several 

uncontentious points: that demonstrations — 

are normal manifestations of democracy, 

not a novelty in Indonesia; the banned 

publications had been valued as a news 

source for the public and, furthermore, had + 

been banned without any hearing or judi- 

cial review. In essence, 

“the problem is the demand for justice.” ot 

Readers may easily imagine the impact 

of a letter that Sinar received in July from. | ) t pr 

the Morrill Act of 1862, Michigan’s land- 

following ‘the ~~ grant institution is Michigan State Univer- 

publication of this analysis. The Director- 

the Dr. Subatra, Director-General of Press 

Guidance and Graphics, 

General’s letter strikingly refutes the view — 

that bureaucratic language is necessarily: - 

an impediment to clear communication. 

articles will have the effect of clouding the _ 

issue and will in the end confuse the 

public... The above-mentioned articles ~ 

were accompanied by photographs of 

demonstrations that occurred from former 

days...which can indirectly encourage 

demonstrators to do likewise.. .I herewith 

issue a warning to Sinar magazine regard- 

ing the publication of. ..articles which do 

not conform with, and in fact are in contra-__ 

~ “Andrew Hacker replies: vention of, healthy and responsible press. 

freedom... trust you will pay serious heed 

to this warning so as to avoid a situation in_— 

which the government is forced to take ac- 

tion that none of us want.” : : 

Recent developments highlight the 

courage of journalists struggling to pro- 

mote press freedom in such a.climate. Fol- 

lowing the closures of June 1994, journal- 

ists from the banned papers joined with 

colleagues to form an independent trade 

union, the Alliance of Independent Jour- 

Sinar concluded : 
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\\ nalists (AJ), dedicated to upholding press 

freedom. Journalists associated with AJI 

have consistently been refused permits to 

establish new publications; and when they 

produced unlicensed periodicals, they suf- 

fered arrest and harassment. Three jour- 

nalists arrested in March 1995 are still de- 

tained. The government, through the 

agency of a government-sponsored associ- 

ation of journalists, has sought to prevent 

editors from employing any AJI members. 

| There is one gleam of hope in the gen- 

erally deteriorating situation. On May 3, 

1995, Indonesia’s administrative court in 

Jakarta overturned the ban on Tempo 

magazine, imposed on June 21, 1994. The 

judge ordered the Ministry of Information 

to grant a new license, saying that the de- 

cree revoking the permit was legally 

flawed... The Ministry of Information is 

© likely to appeal the judgment. This is a mo- 

ment when international leaders could use- 

know in more detail... “fully express concern about the future of 
  
  press freedom in Indonesia. 

London, England 

NOT GRANTED 

To the Editors: 

Although it may not change the thrust of 

‘his article to any significant extent, An- 

. drew Hacker is incorrect in referring to 

“Ann Arbor, Chapel Hill, and the Univer- 

sity of Alabama as land-grant institutions 

:(“Who Should Go to College?” NYR, May 

-41). Established under the provisions of 

sity (East Lansing); North Carolina has 

- two, North Carolina State University (Ral- 

-eigh) and North Carolina A&T (Greens- 

‘iboro); and Alabama has two, Auburn 

“Whether intentionally or not, these (Auburn) and Alabama A&M (Normal). 

“Hacker seems to be equating land-grant in- 

stitutions with state universities. In fact, 

with the exception of Cornell and MIT, all 

~-the land-grant universities are public, but 

not all public universities are land-grant 

-institutions. 

Jay A. Hurwitz 

Kirkland, Washington 

Mr. Hurwitz is absolutely right about 

Michigan and Alabama, and I appreciate 

his corrections. In fact, North Carolina’s 

Chapel Hill campus was made the state’s 

land-grant institution after the close of the 

Civil War. That status was transferred to 

North Carolina State in Raleigh, upon its 

founding in 1887. And four years later, the 

designation was shared with North Car- 

olina A&T, anew all-black institution.   
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